
SERVICE ACTIVITY AMENDMENT – April 2010 

 

There are changes now to the service activities in how you document the time spent on 

outcomes.  

1. Create a service activity as usual in terms of the details tab (which includes general 

comments, time, and program) then connecting activity to someone supported.  

2. When you get to the Outcomes tab, check off the outcome(s) you want to include then open 

up to write details. You will see on the top of the page it will now have a box for you to 

document time.  

3. You need to indicate how many hours and minutes that were spent assisting the person on 

this outcome , write your comments then click on the done button. You will do this for any 

outcome that is applicable. The only rule will be the time you attach to the outcome(s) cannot 

be more than the time you wrote in the details tab.  

4. This change to tracking service activities means , as a staff, you could write one service 

activity for the time you spent with the person then separate out your work by each outcome 

rather than creating separate services activities for each activity you did with the person  

 

Example:  

I supported John for 3 hours today. In that time, John went to bank to do his weekly banking, 

and then he went to pool to swim for an hour followed by long lunch at restaurant with his best 

friend.  

 

Service Activity:  

- Under details, you might write “Spent time with John today on variety of activities- see 

outcomes tab”. Select program and attach 3 hours of time.  

- Then go to person supported tab and link to “John”  

- Then go to outcomes tab. I am going to check off 3 outcomes - choosing services, participate 

in the community and people have friends. When I open up choosing services, I select 30 mins 

as time and write comments about banking , under participate in community I am going to 

select 1 hour of time and write comment about swimming. Last, I select friend’s outcomes and 

select 1 hr 30 min of time and write comments about lunch with friend.  

Later, when you run the Service Outcome Summary Report, it will pull the numbers from the 

Service Outcomes tab for each of the indicated outcomes and accurately indicate how much 

time was spent on each outcome. This will create much more effective and far more accurate 

report.  

 

 


